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Abstract  15 

Charge transfer and mass transport are two underlying mechanisms which are coupled in 16 

desalination dynamics using capacitive deionization (CDI). We developed simple reduced-order 17 

models based on a mixed reactor volume principle which capture coupled dynamics of CDI 18 

operation using closed-form semi-analytical and analytical solutions. We use the models to 19 

identify and explore self-similarities in the dynamics among flow rate, current, and voltage for 20 

CDI cell operation including both charging and discharging cycles. The similarity 21 

approach identifies the specific combination of cell (e.g. capacitance, resistance) and operational 22 

parameters (e.g. flow rate, current) which determine a unique effluent dynamic response. We 23 

here demonstrate self-similarity using a conventional flow between CDI (fbCDI) architecture, 24 

and we hypothesize that our similarity approach has potential application to a wide range of 25 

designs. We performed an experimental study of these dynamics and used well-controlled 26 

experiments of CDI cell operation to validate and explore limits of the model.  For experiments, 27 
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we used a CDI cell with five electrode pairs and a standard flow between (electrodes) 28 

architecture. Guided by the model, we performed a series of experiments that demonstrate 29 

natural response of the CDI system. We also identify cell parameters and operation conditions 30 

which lead to self-similar dynamics under a constant current forcing function and perform a 31 

series of experiments by varying flowrate, currents, and voltage thresholds to demonstrate self-32 

similarity. Based on this study, we hypothesize that the average differential electric double layer 33 

(EDL) efficiency (a measure of ion adsorption rate to EDL charging rate) is mainly dependent on 34 

user-defined voltage thresholds, whereas flow efficiency (measure of salt deficit or enrichment at 35 

effluent) depends on cell volumes flowed during charging, which is determined by flowrate, 36 

current and voltage thresholds. Results of experiments strongly support this hypothesis. Results 37 

show that cycle efficiency and salt removal for a given flowrate and current are maximum when 38 

average EDL and flow efficiencies are approximately equal. We further explored a range of CC 39 

operations with varying flowrates, currents, and voltage thresholds using our similarity variables 40 

to highlight trade-offs among salt removal, energy, and throughput performance.   41 

Keywords: Capacitive deionization, water desalination, reduced order model, self-similarity, 42 

porous carbon electrodes, performance optimization 43 

1. Introduction 44 

Capacitive deionization (CDI) is an emerging desalination technology that has potential to 45 

efficiently treat brackish water (salt content of 1 to 10 g/L) (Oren, 2008; Suss et al., 2015). In 46 

CDI, the ions in solution are sequestered into electric double layers within the porous electrodes 47 

leaving water with lower salt content to be flushed from the cell. CDI performance is known to 48 

be significantly affected by operating conditions such as source voltage/current, electrode 49 
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dimensions, cell resistance and capacitance, flowrate, and feed concentration (Kim and Yoon, 50 

2014; Wang and Lin, 2018; R Zhao et al., 2013a; R Zhao et al., 2013b).  51 

CDI electrical charging results in simultaneous adsorption of counter-ions and desorption of co-52 

ions (Avraham et al., 2009). Hence, dynamics associated with electric double layer (EDL) charge 53 

efficiency plays an important role in salt removal and regeneration using CDI (Zhao et al., 2010). 54 

Biesheuvel et al. (2009) developed a dynamic model for CDI to predict desalination dynamics 55 

using both Gouy Chapmann Stern (GCS) theory and a mixed flow reactor model for salt 56 

removal, and the study validated the model, including effluent salt dynamics, with constant 57 

voltage (CV) operation experiments. Subsequently, Biesheuvel and Bazant (2010) developed a 58 

non-linear mean-field theory for capacitive charging and discharging using ideal porous 59 

electrodes, and identified limiting time scales in CDI desalination dynamics. Biesheuvel and 60 

Bazant (2010) described the importance of operation in the desalination regime corresponding to 61 

large voltages (compared to the thermal voltage) for achieving practical amounts of salt removal, 62 

thus highlighting the role of careful choice of voltage limits for desalination. Jande and Kim 63 

(2013) developed a simple dynamic response model with analytical solutions to describe time 64 

variation of effluent concentration under constant current (CC) charging. However, Jande and 65 

Kim (2013) neglected dynamics associated with EDLs, which was shown to play an important 66 

role in desalination as highlighted in earlier works (Biesheuvel et al. (2009); Zhao et al., 2010). 67 

Later, Hemmatifar et al. (2015) developed a high fidelity two-dimensional porous electrode 68 

model for flow between CDI (fbCDI) which was solved computationally and validated 69 

experimentally. Hemmatifar et al. (2015)  highlighted several underlying physical mechanisms 70 

including depletion in electrodes and diffusion in spacer within the CDI cell during electrical 71 

charging and discharging. Similar modeling efforts have recently been carried out for flow-72 
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through electrode (fteCDI) CDI systems. Guyes et al. (2017) developed a simple one-73 

dimensional model for an fteCDI architecture, and highlighted the importance of developing 74 

simple engineering models for CDI operation. In addition, a recent work (Qu et al., 2018a) on 75 

fteCDI used a hierarchy of simple to complex models to study the interplay between charging 76 

and transport dynamics in CDI.  77 

Most existing models and analyses for CDI discussed earlier have been either overly simple 78 

(e.g., neglecting EDL dynamics, considering only charging phase, or not involving dynamic 79 

steady state conditions) or overly complex in scope to clearly highlight general scaling and self-80 

similar behavior. For example, mixed reactor models assuming a constant EDL efficiency 81 

irrespective of operation (Jande and Kim, 2013) or which do not separate the effects of flow 82 

efficiency and EDL efficiency (Biesheuvel et al., 2009), do not capture the underlying trade-offs 83 

in desalination performance when operated with varying values of flowrate to current ratio and 84 

voltage windows (two of the parameters leading to similarity highlighted in our work). More 85 

comprehensive models such as the numerical two-dimensional fbCDI model of Hemmatifar et 86 

al., 2015, and the one-dimensional fteCDI model of Guyes et al., 2017 enable greater (and 87 

perhaps higher fidelity) spatiotemporal information, but these are difficult to probe to clearly 88 

identify key parameters describing the trade-offs among desalination depth, energy, and 89 

throughput in CDI.  90 

Here, we aim to capture the essential governing dynamics and identify controllable parameters 91 

for tuning desalination performance using CDI.  We focus our study on CC charge-discharge 92 

operation since it is energy efficient (Kang et al., 2014; Qu et al., 2016) and has better energy 93 

recovery (Han et al., 2015; Kang et al., 2016). However, results of our study can be extended and 94 

are applicable to other operations.   95 
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We first extend a volume-averaged model for the CDI charging/discharging process based on 96 

mixed flow reactor type theory, first introduced by Biesheuvel et al. (2009). In addition to bulk 97 

electro-migration transport and EDL dynamics, our model also accounts for Faradaic losses at 98 

the electrode surfaces and considers non-zero potential of zero charge. We next simplify the 99 

model based on practical considerations, and derive reduced order models with closed-form 100 

semi-analytical and analytical solutions to evaluate desalination performance of CDI under 101 

various CC conditions. Specifically, we obtain expressions for cycle average and time variation 102 

of EDL efficiency, in addition to time variation of effluent concentration (Jande and Kim, 2013), 103 

and flow efficiency (Hawks et al., 2018), all under dynamic steady state (DSS) conditions. We 104 

identify the natural and CC forced responses of a CDI cell and its governing parameters, and 105 

demonstrate self-similar effluent concentration profiles across a wide range of time-average EDL 106 

and flow efficiencies. We performed an experimental study to validate our models and study the 107 

interplay between flow and EDL efficiencies in determining overall cycle efficiency and salt 108 

removal for CC CDI operation with varying voltage thresholds. To the best of our knowledge, 109 

our study is the first to identify self similarity in CDI desalination dynamics, i.e., identification of 110 

variables describing cell parameters and operational conditions which result in a unique temporal 111 

response for CDI cells. For the first time, we identify the unique value of these variables that 112 

give rise to optimum values of salt removal (given realistic constraints). This includes precisely 113 

quantifying trade-offs among salt removal, energy cost, and degree of desalination. 114 

2. Theory 115 

2.1 GCS-based dynamic model - Numerical 116 

In this section, we describe a simple dynamic model in which we apply a mixed reactor type 117 

formulation of the form first used by Biesheuvel et al. (2009) for CDI cells.  The model includes 118 
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electrical double layer (EDL) charge efficiency effects on salt removal and electro-migration 119 

effects.  The model assumes a symmetric and binary, univalent salt with constant inlet 120 

concentration and neglects diffusive transport.  Under these assumptions, mass balance for salt is 121 

given by  122 

 ( )0 salt

dc
Q c c

dt
∀ = − − Φ ,  (1) 123 

where ∀  is the volume of flow compartment, c  and 0c  are effluent and influent salt 124 

concentration respectively, Q  is the volumetric flowrate, and saltΦ  is the cell-volume-averaged 125 

salt adsorption rate.  126 

Charge transport from solution to the electrodes is modeled using the idea of an ohmic mass-127 

transport layer. The potential drop across the mass transport layer, mtlφ∆ , relates to electronic 128 

charging current density, chJ  (supplied by external power source) (with units of Amp/m2) 129 

through a mass transport coefficient, g  , as  130 

 ch mtlJ gcF φ= ∆   (2) 131 

where F is the Faraday’s constant. Physically, g  (units of �m/s) can be interpreted as inverse 132 

effective and approximate resistance of the solution within the cell volume.  133 

Further, we use a Gouy-Chapman-Stern (GCS) EDL model and assume that the electrode pairs 134 

have the same area and EDL structure (except for equal but opposite sign in the electrode 135 

potential). In the GCS model (Zhao et al., 2010), the ionic surface charge density of EDL, σ , is 136 

given by  137 
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 4  sinh
2

d
Dc

φσ λ ∆ =  
 

,  (3) 138 

where, ( ) 1/2
8D av BcNλ π λ −=  is the Debye length, avN  is the Avogadro’s number, 139 

( )2 / 4B e kTλ πε=  is the Bjerrum length, and dφ∆  is the potential drop across the diffuse layer. 140 

In addition, w  , the number of ions removed per unit internal electrode area, a  , is given by 141 

 28  sinh
4

d
Dw c

φλ ∆ =  
 

  (4) 142 

The potential drop in the Stern layer, stφ∆ , is related to the surface charge density as 143 

 ( )st st tF c Vσ φ= ∆  , (5) 144 

where stc  is the specific Stern layer capacity (per internal electrode area) and tV  is the thermal 145 

voltage (used to obtain non-dimensional voltages mtlφ∆ , dφ∆  and stφ∆ ). We define the total 146 

capacitive voltage difference in the CDI cell circuit, capφ∆ , which is distributed between the 147 

Stern layer and the diffuse layer at the two electrodes as  148 

 ( )2cap d stφ φ φ∆ = ∆ + ∆ .  (6) 149 

Unlike the model of Biesheuvel et al. (2009), we will here consider two modifications to the 150 

mixed reactor type formulation.  First, in addition to the ohmic mass transport layer, we consider 151 

an external resistance for the CDI cell which accounts for resistance due to material, wiring, and 152 

contacts.  153 

Second and importantly, we here consider effects of coulombic efficiency due to leakage 154 

currents. Coulombic efficiency is defined as the ratio of applied instantaneous electric current to 155 
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the rate of adsorption of ionic charge into EDLs.  These two charge per time quantities differ 156 

because charge is consumed by Faradaic charge-transfer reactions (often described as leakage 157 

current). The instantaneous Coulombic efficiency cλ  is defined as the ratio of ionic current 158 

density to the applied electronic current density ( )/c ion chJ Jλ = . The ionic current density which 159 

can contribute toward salt removal, ionJ ,  can therefore be written as 160 

 ion ch l c chJ J J Jλ= − =   (7) 161 

where lJ  is the voltage dependent leakage current density.  This leakage is typically estimated 162 

using a Butler-Volmer (Biesheuvel et al., 2011) or Tafel (Qu et al., 2016) equation. In our work, 163 

for simplicity, we will account for such Faradaic losses using an effective, cycle-averaged value 164 

for Coulombic efficiency (see Eq. (26) and Hawks et al. (2018)), obtained from experiments.  165 

In CDI, electronic charge at electrode surfaces is balanced by both attraction of counter-ions and 166 

repulsion of co-ions (Biesheuvel, 2009; Cohen et al., 2011).  At low potentials across EDLs and 167 

for symmetric electrolytes, the attraction and repulsion of ions is approximately equal at each 168 

electrode and so accumulated charge results in no removal of salt (defined as anion and cation 169 

pairs).  Hence, we define a differential EDL charge efficiency dlλ  as the fraction of ionic current 170 

density which contributes toward salt removal as 171 

 salt salt= = = tanh
2

d
dl

ion c ch

J J dw
F F

J J d

φλ
λ σ

∆ =  
 

 . (8) 172 

Note that our definition of differential EDL charge efficiency in Eq. (8) accounts for Faradaic 173 

losses, unlike the formulation in Biesheuvel et al. (2009). Eq. (8) also assumes that the time scale 174 
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associated with charge redistribution in the EDL is much smaller than that of concentration 175 

changes in the bulk.  176 

Hence, the salt adsorption rate in Eq.  (1) is related to the ionic current density through 177 

differential EDL charge and Columbic efficiencies as  178 

 salt salt / /ion dl ch c dlAJ AJ F AJ Fλ λ λΦ = = = , (9) 179 

where saltJ  is the salt removal flux (units of mol/m2-s), and A is the projected electrode area.  180 

We next account for an effective non-zero potential of zero charge VPZC due to the presence of 181 

native charges on the electrodes, since a significant, non-zero value of VPZC can affect 182 

desalination performance of the CDI cell (Avraham et al., 2011). The external cell voltage cellV  is 183 

distributed among the resistive ( )resV  and capacitive ( )capV  potentials, and VPZC , as 184 

 [ ] ( )2 2cell t mtl t d st PZC res cap PZCV IR V V V V V Vφ φ φ= + ∆ + ∆ + ∆ + = + +    , (10) 185 

where chI J A=  is current supplied by the external power source. Finally, the rate of change of 186 

charge density at the electrodes is determined by the ionic current density to the double layer as  187 

 
( )/ 2

ion

d Fa
AJ

dt

σ
= . (11) 188 

Eqs. (1) - (11) close our model for CDI operation and form a dynamical system which couples 189 

salt removal and charge transfer mechanisms. This constitutes two coupled ordinary differential 190 

equations (ODE) (Eqs. (1) and (11)) for respectively effluent concentration and charge which we 191 

solve numerically. We will hereafter refer to this as the numerical model.  192 

2.2 Simplified model with time varying EDL efficiency – Semi-analytical 193 
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Here we consider reduction of the model of the previous section for DSS condition and CC 194 

operation so that we can more easily explore the self similarities in response and dynamics. Our 195 

goal is to identify specific combinations of CDI cell and operational parameters which result in a 196 

unique dynamic response.  We will refer to these combinations as variables required for 197 

similarity.  Further, we will show that fixing these combinations of variables ensures that many 198 

effluent concentration versus time responses of many different cells and operations collapse to 199 

the same solution; which we call self similarity in the response.  200 

To this end, first, we rewrite the salt conservation Eq. (1) in terms of 0c c c∆ = −  as, 201 

 
( )

Natural response Forcing function

( / )

( / )

d c I t
c

d t FQ

τ
τ

∆ Λ+ ∆ =
14243 14243

  (12) 202 

where / Qτ = ∀   represents the residence time scale and parentheses indicate “a function of”. 203 

The left-hand side captures the natural response dynamics, and the right-hand side represents a 204 

forcing function (here CC operation). The dynamic charge efficiency ( / )t τΛ  in Eq.  (12), can be 205 

written as a product of Coulombic and differential EDL efficiencies, as,  206 

 ( / ) ( / ) ( / )dl ct t tτ λ τ λ τΛ =  . (13) 207 

As a simplification, we will assume like Hawks et al. (2018) that the Coulombic efficiency can 208 

be approximated by an effective constant value, i.e., ( )/c ctλ τ λ≈ .  This effective value reflects 209 

Faradaic type losses through the entire charge and discharge cycle (see Eq. (26) and SI Section 210 

S1 for further discussion). 211 

To provide a simplified approximation of ( / )dl tλ τ  and couple the external applied current to salt 212 

transport, we treat the electrical response of the CDI cell using a nonlinear resistive and 213 
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capacitive circuit which is mathematically equivalent to the dynamic GCS model discussed in 214 

Section 2.1 (see SI Section S1 for complete discussion). We assume that the effective series 215 

resistance does not change significantly during a cycle, as typical of CDI operation (e.g. see 216 

Hemmatifar et al., 2016). Further, we assume that the total diffuse ( )dC , Stern ( )stC  and 217 

equivalent ( )eqC  capacitances are nearly constant during a CC operation, and are related by 218 

  
1 1 1

eq d stC C C
= +  . (14) 219 

Using Eq.  (14), for DSS operation, we derive the EDL efficiency during the charging phase as, 220 

 ( ) ( )min/ tanh
2 2

eq
dl PZC eq

t d t d

CIt
t V V IR

V C Q V C
λ τ

τ
 ∀≈ + − + 
 

 , (15) 221 

and for the discharge phase, we obtain 222 

 ( ) ( )max/ tanh
2 2

eq
dl PZC eq

t d t d

CIt
t V V IR

V C Q V C
λ τ

τ
 −∀≈ + − − 
 

 . (16) 223 

where minV  and maxV  are the minimum and maximum external cell voltages, and eqR  is the 224 

effective series resistance. In Eqs. (15) and (16), 0t =  corresponds to the start of the charging 225 

and discharging, respectively. We present further details around this derivation and estimation of 226 

the capacitances in the SI Section S2. We benchmarked the current reduced order model with the 227 

more complete numerical model described in Section 2.1 (see SI Section S2). Eqs.  (12)-(16) 228 

represent a closed form model for effluent concentration for CC operation of CDI under DSS 229 

conditions. For this model, the CDI cell parameters are eqC , eqR  , stC , and PZCV , and the 230 

operational parameters are  Q , I , minV  and maxV .  231 
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The model presented in this section constitutes a reduction of the two coupled ODEs of the 232 

preceding section, to a single ODE for effluent concentration c∆  (Eq. (12)). This simple ODE 233 

model predicts that the effluent concentration and that the behavior will be self-similar given the 234 

following variables:  (i) constant values of the flowrate-to-current ratio /Q I  ,  (ii)  time 235 

dynamics normalized by the residence (flow) time scale, i.e., /t τ , and (iii) equal values of 236 

modified low and high voltage values of the form ( )minlow PZC eqV V V IR= − +  and 237 

( )maxhigh PZC eqV V V IR= − − , respectively. We refer to (i), (ii), and (iii) as the three variables which 238 

result in self-similar dynamic response of CC operation of a CDI cell.  In the SI (Section S6.5), 239 

we mention a few other studies (Hawks et al., 2018; Hemmatifar et al., 2016; Johnson and 240 

Newman, 1971; Qu et al., 2018a) who have touched on some of these variables, but have not 241 

identified the set required for unique responses.   242 

Finally, although the model described here results in a single ODE for c∆  in time (Eq.  (12)), we 243 

cannot find an analytical expression for ( )c t∆ . Eqs.  (12)-(16) need to be solved numerically and 244 

hence, we refer to this reduced order model with time varying EDL efficiency as a semi-245 

analytical model. 246 

2.3 Simplified model with effective cycle EDL efficiency – Analytical  247 

We here explore a further simplification of our model for CC operation which can be used to 248 

obtain a closed-form analytical expression for effluent concentration versus time for full CDI 249 

operation over charge and discharge cycles. Using an approach similar to Jande and Kim (2013), 250 

and Hawks et al. (2018), we assume a constant effective value of EDL efficiency dlλ . This 251 
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assumption enables an analytical solution to Eq.  (12) using an ad-hoc value for dlλ . Under this 252 

assumption, Eq.  (12) becomes   253 

 
( )
( / )

c dl
d c I

c
d t FQ

λ λ
τ

∆
+ ∆ =   (17) 254 

Instead of choosing an ad-hoc value for dlλ  as done in previous works (e.g., from curve fitting, 255 

or assuming 1dlλ = ), we choose dlλ  to be equal to the time average EDL efficiency during 256 

cyclic operation. To close our model in Eq.  (17), we average Eqs. (15) and (16) in time to derive 257 

the time-average EDL efficiency during an entire charge and discharge cycle as, 258 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )max min

max min

log cosh log cosh
dl ch dl disch dlt t

α α
λ λ λ

α α
−      = = =
−

 ,  (18) 259 

where ( )dl chtλ  and ( )dl dischtλ  denote the average differential EDL efficiency during the charging 260 

and discharging phases, and max
max 1

2
eq PZC eq

st t

C V V IR

C V
α

− −   
= −   
   

, and 261 

min
min 1

2
eq PZC eq

st t

C V V IR

C V
α

− +   
= −   
   

.  In Eq.  (18), the charging and discharging time can be 262 

estimated from the RC circuit analogy (see SI Sections S1 and S2). For charging  a capacitor 263 

with capacitance eqC  using a current I , and operated within a voltage window of V∆ , the 264 

charging time is given by  /eqC V I∆ .  Thus, we obtain the charging/discharging time in Eq. (18) 265 

as,  266 

 ( ) ( )max min
eq eqch disch

PZC eq PZC eq

C Ct t Q Q
V V IR V V IR V

I Iτ τ
    ≈ ≈ − − − − + = ∆    ∀ ∀   

  (19) 267 
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where high lowV V V∆ = − , and we have assumed that cλ  is close to unity. Eq. (18) represents a 268 

closed-form algebraic expression for the effective differential EDL efficiency in a cycle resulting 269 

in salt removal and regeneration under CC operation. The expression (18) is particularly useful 270 

in highlighting key non-dimensional parameters in CDI cell operation.  These are the ratio of the 271 

reduced operational voltages maxhigh PZC eqV V V IR= − −  and minlow PZC eqV V V IR= − +  to the thermal 272 

voltage, and the ratio of the Stern capacitance to the equivalent capacitance. Further, Eq.  (18) 273 

also predicts that the average EDL efficiency in a cycle is strongly dependent on the reduced 274 

operational voltages, i.e., ( ),dl dl low highV Vλ λ=  and only weakly dependent on current or flowrate.   275 

The closed-form analytical solution of Eq. (17) which predicts the variation in effluent 276 

concentration versus time for CC operation is 277 

 ( ) ( )/

Natural resposne
Forced response

( ) 1 0
dl t tcI

c t e c e
FQ

τ τλ λ − − /∆ = − + ∆
14243

1442443

 . (20) 278 

where dlλ  is given by Eq.  (18). Note that when DSS is reached, typically the natural response 279 

has decayed sufficiently, so only the forced response is observed.  280 

Finally, using Eq. (20) under DSS, we evaluate the cycle efficiency cycleΛ , defined as ratio of 281 

moles of salt removed as measured at the effluent to the input electrical charge in moles. We 282 

show in SI Section S3 that the cycle efficiency can be derived as  283 

 ( )Salt removed per cycle (in moles)
, , , ,

Charge input per cycle (in moles)cycle low high dl low high fl c

Q Q
V V V V V

I I
λ λ λ   Λ = ≈ ∆   

   
  (21) 284 

where flλ  is the flow efficiency (see Hawks et al., 2018), which, for the CC operation considered 285 

here is given by  286 
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 ( )
2exp

2
1 log

1 exp

ch

fl ch
ch ch

t

t
t t

τλ

τ τ

  
  
  = −

    +        

 . (22) 287 

Physically, flow efficiency estimates the amount of salt removal as measured in the effluent 288 

stream relative to the true salt trapped at the electrodes. Flow inefficiencies arise from an 289 

insufficient volume of feed solution flowed during charging or discharging. From Eqs. (19) and 290 

(22), flow efficiency depends on the effective voltage thresholds and flowrate-to-current ratio 291 

(c.f.  Eq. (21)). We choose here not to model Coulombic efficiency cλ  in Eq. (21) in detail, and 292 

instead concentrate in a regime where Faraday losses are kept to a low value by judicious choice 293 

of Vmax (see also Section S6 of SI).    294 

Eqs. (18)-(22) is our analytical model.  Model parameters are the cell properties eqC , eqR  , stC , 295 

and PZCV , and the operational parameters which are Q , I , minV , and maxV . Note that the three 296 

similarity variables derived from the semi-analytical model of Section 2.2 also ensure self-297 

similarity in the current analytical model (c.f. Eq. (20)). In SI Section S4, we discuss further 298 

implications of the semi-analytical and analytical models on predicting desalination dynamics, 299 

efficiencies, and total salt removal under DSS. We also discuss the rationale behind the choice of 300 

models we use in Section 4, when we compare models with experiments. 301 

 302 
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Figure 1: Schematic of a typical flow between capacitive deionization (fbCDI) cell. We highlight 303 

three operational parameters, namely, (i) current (I), (ii) voltage (V), and (iii) flowrate (Q), which 304 

affect the throughput, energy consumption, and salt removal (e.g. avgc∆ ) performance of the 305 

system.  The schematic’s three sections are analogous to the input (left) and output (right) of the 306 

system (middle).  307 

2.4 Performance metrics 308 

We here define three performance metrics for a CDI cell and use these to explore system 309 

performance and tradeoffs between throughput and energy consumption, given realistic levels of 310 

salt reduction.  311 

First, we describe the productivity (Prod) defined as the ratio of the feed processed rate to the 312 

total cross-section area of the electrode is 313 

 2Prod [L/m /h] desal

cycle

V

t A
=  , (23) 314 

where desalV  is the volume of desalinated solution (in L ) produced per cycle, cyclet  is the total 315 

cycle duration (in h),  and A  is the total electrode cross-section area (in m2). The duration of 316 

desalination, desalt   is defined by the total duration when the effluent concentration is less than the 317 

feed (i.e., when 0c c< ). Hence, the volume of feed solution processed during desalt  comprises the 318 

desalinated volume desalV . The remainder volume ( )brineV  processed during the cycle results in 319 

concentrated brine solution (corresponding to cycle time when 0c c> ) at the effluent. Hence, 320 

water recovery (WR) is given by ( )WR /desal brine desalV V V= + .  321 
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Second, we use volumetric energy cost (VEC) defined as the net energy spent in a charging-322 

discharging cycle per unit volume of fresh water produced as 323 

 3

 

VEC [kWh/m ]=
3.6 6

cyclet

desal

VI dt

E V×

∫
 , (24) 324 

where the integration is performed for a complete charge-discharge cycle and desalV  has units of 325 

m3.  326 

Third, we evaluate salt removal as avgc∆ , defined as the average reduction in the salt 327 

concentration in the desalinated volume compared to the feed solution where 328 

 

( )
( )0

0

| 0

 

[mM]
t c c

avg
desal

Q c c dt

c
V

− >

−

∆ =
∫

 . (25) 329 

Under DSS operation, if Faradaic losses are minimal, then CC charging and discharging times 330 

are nearly equal. To quantify such losses, we will estimate an average Coulombic efficiency, cλ  331 

for a CC charge-discharge cycle as 332 

 
recovered electronic charge

input electronic charge
disch disch

c
ch ch

It t

It t
λ = = =   (26) 333 

where cht  and discht  are the time spent in electrically charging the cell (at current I ) and 334 

discharging the cell (at current I− ), respectively.  335 

3. Materials and Methods 336 

3.1 CDI cell design 337 
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We fabricated and assembled an fbCDI cell using the radial-flow architecture described by 338 

Hemmatifar et al. (2016) and Zhao et al. (2013a). Five pairs of activated carbon electrodes 339 

(Materials & Methods, PACMM 203, Irvine, CA) with 5.6 cm diameter, 300 µm thickness, and 340 

total dry mass of 2.7 g were stacked between 5 cm diameter, 130 µm thick titanium sheets which 341 

acted as current collectors (total of six sheets). We used two 250 µm thick non-conductive 342 

polypropylene circular meshes (McMaster-Carr, Los Angeles, CA) between each electrode pair 343 

as spacers; these were cut with a slightly larger (~5 mm) diameter than electrodes and current 344 

collectors to prevent electrical short circuits. We estimate an effective spacer volume of 4.4 ml, 345 

with a porosity of 71%. This assembly was housed inside a CNC-machined acrylic clamshell 346 

structure and sealed with O-ring gaskets and fasteners. We compressed the entire assembly using 347 

C-clamps to lower the electrode-current collector contact resistance (see Qu et al., 2015 for effect 348 

of compression on contact resistance in CDI). 349 

3.2 Experimental methods and model parameters extraction 350 

The experimental setup consisted of the fbCDI cell, a peristaltic pump (Watson Marlow 351 

120U/DV, Falmouth, Cornwall, UK), a 3 L reservoir filled with 20 mM potassium chloride 352 

(KCl) solution, a sourcemeter (Keithley 2400, Cleveland, OH), and a flow-through conductivity 353 

sensor (eDAQ, Denistone East, Australia) close to the cell outlet. We used KCl to approximate a 354 

binary, univalent and symmetric solution and circulated the solution in a closed loop with a 3 L 355 

reservoir. We estimate less than 1% change in reservoir concentration based on adsorption 356 

capacity of our cell, and thus approximate influent concentration as constant.  357 

The resistance and capacitance of our (entire, assembled) cell were characterized using 358 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), cyclic voltammetry (CV), and simple 359 

galvanostatic charging (see SI Section S5 for EIS and CV data using a potentiostat/galvanostat 360 
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(Gamry Instruments, Warminster, PA, USA). We estimated effective capacitance values from 361 

the slope of voltage versus time data for constant current (CC) experiments using 362 

/ ( / )eqC I dV dt= . For effective resistance estimates, we used the ohmic voltage drop | |I IV →−∆  363 

during current reversal for CC operation at discharge, given by | | 2I I eqV IR→−∆ = . Thus, we 364 

estimated differential capacitances eqC  of 37.2±1.8 F and an effective series resistance eqR  of 365 

1.55±0.28 Ohms, for 20 mM KCl. These estimates were confirmed using CV and EIS 366 

measurements (see SI sections S5 and S6.3 for further details on procedures used for model 367 

parameters extraction).  For the Stern capacitance stC , we estimated an optimal value that best 368 

fitted the dynamic effluent concentration data and obtained ( )/ 2st stC c a=  of 41.6±1.3 F 369 

(equivalent to 44 F/cm3) for all data presented in this work. We observed ionic repulsion effects 370 

(Gao et al., 2015) at low voltages up to 0.3 V, and we corrected for this in our models by 371 

subtracting VPZC ~ 0.3 V from the cell voltage when comparing model with experimental data 372 

throughout this work. To determine the mixed reactor volume ∀ , we used an exponential fit to 373 

the natural response of our cell similar to Hawks et al. (2018) (see Section 4.1) and estimated 374 

∀  = 4.5±0.2 ml. Further, we performed constant current (CC) operation experiments using pre-375 

defined voltage thresholds, and did not directly fix water recovery (WR). For all our CC 376 

experiments reported in this work, we had a WR of 50-55%. 377 

4. Results 378 

4.1 Similarity in natural response – open circuit flush following stop flow charging 379 

We first look at the natural response of a CDI cell corresponding to an operation wherein 380 

( ) 0I t =  and (0) 0c∆ ≠ . Physically, this operation is equivalent to an open circuit flush 381 

subsequent to a stopped-flow charging or discharging. The natural response presented here is 382 
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also reflected in the initial transients observed in the effluent concentration (before reaching 383 

DSS) during cycling operation with some forcing function (current or voltage). From Eq.  (20), 384 

the natural response of the system is given by 385 

 ( ) ( )( ) 0 exp /c t c t τ∆ = ∆ −  , (27) 386 

where / Qτ = ∀  is the flow residence time. Eq.  (27) shows that in the absence of electric current 387 

(or any other forcing function), the difference between effluent and feed concentrations decays as 388 

a first order exponent in time.  389 

Figs. 2a and 2b show raw effluent concentration data versus time after charging the CDI cell.  390 

Prior to t = 0, the cell was charged at stopped-flow condition with a constant current of 0.1 A for 391 

cell voltage windows of 0-0.8 V and 0-0.6 V, respectively.  The result is two different initial 392 

conditions, ( )0c∆ .  The effluent concentration (response of the system) is then plotted for each 393 

( )0c∆  and for an open circuit flush at four flowrates between 4.5 to 12 ml/min. Note the wide 394 

range of temporal dynamics. In Fig. 2c, we combine all effluent concentration reduction data 395 

from Figs. 2a and 2b and simply normalize time by the corresponding residence time τ . The 396 

horizontal alignment of the 8 different curves shows the value of this temporal normalization. To 397 

determine the cell volume (a constant for all cases) used in the definition of τ , we use raw 398 

experimental data and fit an exponential variation for the effluent concentration with time 399 

(Hawks et al., 2018) in the advection-dominated region (for / 1t τ > ). The inset of Fig. 2c shows 400 

the estimated residence time extracted for each of the four flushing flowrates and for each of the 401 

two initial conditions. The inset curve is strongly linear with a slope equal to a constant cell 402 

volume ∀  of ( )4.5 0.2±  ml. This cell-geometry-specific value collapses the time scale of all 403 

responses across all flow rates and initial conditions (c.f.  8 operations of Fig. 2c). Further, the 404 
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extracted value for the mixed reactor volume (the cell volume participating in desalination in our 405 

fbCDI cell) is very close to the effective spacer volume of 4.4 ml as expected (c.f. Section 3.1). 406 

For a similar cell-volume characterization for an fteCDI system, refer to Hawks et al. (2018).   407 

The effluent concentration is measured downstream, and so the initial step change in 408 

concentration is dispersed in a manner consistent with the assumption of mixed reactor volume. 409 

This dispersion effect is similar for both values of ( )0c∆  and most pronounced for times less 410 

than a single residence time.  Importantly, note that all the effluent concentration measurements 411 

corresponding to the same initial condition collapse onto the same curve (both in the dispersion-412 

dominated and advection-dominated regions) when plotted against time normalized by the 413 

appropriate residence time. This results in unique effluent dynamics observed in the natural 414 

response of CDI. The figure therefore highlights the self-similarity of the natural response 415 

observed for the CDI cell for equal values of initial amount of salt removed ( )(0)c∆ . This 416 

natural response is independent of the shape or intensity of the forcing function used to achieve 417 

the initial condition (0)c∆  (e.g., CC or constant voltage operation), and can be interpreted as the 418 

step input response of the CDI cell as a dynamic linear system with a single input (which 419 

determines (0)c∆ ) and output ( )( )c t∆ .  We note here that the only time scale governing the 420 

natural response (as a result of fluid flow) is the flow residence time. For any forced response 421 

(due to time varying voltage/current as in Section 4.2) coupled with fluid flow, CDI dynamics is 422 

influenced by both (i) flow residence time τ , and (ii) electrical RC time. An example of this 423 

coupling is readily apparent from Eq. (20) for a constant current forcing. 424 
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 425 

Figure 2: Measured effluent concentration versus time during an open circuit flush (following 426 

constant current charging at 100 mA) at 4.5, 6, 9, and 12 ml/min and for two cases of CC 427 

charging: (a) between 0-0.8 V (blue symbols), and (b) between 0-0.6 V (black symbols). (c) 428 

Effluent concentration reduction curves for cases (a) and (b) are plotted versus normalized time. 429 

Time is normalized by the residence time scale ( )/ Qτ = ∀ . Note that cases (a) and (b) each 430 

collapse onto a single curve, as indicated by the model.  After an initial transient associated with 431 

dispersion effects for flow exiting the cell, the curves collapse to the exponential decay predicted 432 

by model (solid red curves). Inset in Fig. 2c presents the residence time (obtained from an 433 

exponential fit to the data; see Section 4.1) versus inverse flowrate for the same conditions as in 434 

cases (a) and (b), and shows a linear fit whose slope is the determined by the characteristic cell 435 

volume.   436 

4.2 Similarity in time dynamics of CDI salt removal for constant current forcing function 437 

We here explore a range of operations with varying current, flowrate and voltage thresholds to 438 

study self-similarity in CC CDI operations. We hypothesize that operations with the same 439 

flowrate-to-current ratio /Q I , and same effective voltage thresholds ( )minlow PZC eqV V V IR= − +  440 
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and ( )maxhigh PZC eqV V V IR= − − , have similar effluent concentration variation with normalized 441 

time, /t τ . To study our hypothesis, we operated at three flowrate and current values but fixed 442 

/Q I  ratio as shown in Figs. 3a-c. Further, we adjusted the cell’s operating voltage window by 443 

varying minV  and maxV  for different current values (for an effective resistance of 1.55 Ohms; see 444 

SI Section S6 for more details) to ensure the same effective voltage thresholds lowV  and highV . 445 

Results in Figs. 3a and 3b correspond to the same effective voltage thresholds, but different 446 

/Q I .  In Figs. 3b and 3c, we keep the same /Q I  ratio but change the voltage threshold by 447 

changing lowV  (for the same highV ). In each case, we also compare the experimental results with 448 

predictions from the semi-analytical model with time varying EDL efficiency. For all cases, we 449 

used values of eqC  = 37.2 F and eqR  = 1.55 Ohms and stC  = 41.2 F in the model. The insets of 450 

Figs. 3a-c show the raw, unscaled time variation of the effluent concentration for flowrates 451 

which span 3 to 9 ml/min and current values of 50 to 100 mA, and varying cell voltage 452 

thresholds. Operations which satisfy the self-similarity variables are grouped together in each of 453 

Figs. 3a-c. In each subfigure, the insets show the wide range of absolute (unscaled, raw) 454 

temporal dynamics of the effluent.  455 

When time is normalized by the residence-time scale in Figures 3a-3c, there is a unique temporal 456 

dynamic variation of effluent concentration vs. normalized time (i.e. a collapse onto the same 457 

curve) across the cases which specifically preserve the similarity variables. This collapse 458 

highlights the unique dynamics of self-similar operations. Note also that the normalized charging 459 

and discharging durations are equal for operations which preserve similarity. Equal normalized 460 

charging time during self-similar operations is well predicted by Eq. (19), resulting in the same 461 
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number of cell volumes flowed and thus the same flow efficiency (see also Section S6.1 and 462 

Table S1 of the SI).   463 

In Table S1 of the SI, we report the average EDL efficiency at DSS for the experimental data in 464 

Fig. 3. For each of the three cases, we estimated the cycle effective EDL efficiency as follows.  465 

We divide the experimentally measured  cycle efficiency (Eqn. (21)) by the product of predicted 466 

flow efficiency (Eq. (22)) and the measured Coulombic efficiency (Eqn. (26)), 467 

( )/dl cycle fl cλ λ λ= Λ . This estimate yields nearly identical values of dlλ  for each self-similar case.  468 

For example, Figs. 3a, 3b and 3c each show self-similar operations (at three /Q I  values each) 469 

and the corresponding EDL efficiencies for each of these self-similar operations are (0.7, 0.72, 470 

0.75), (0.73, 0.76, 0.77), and (0.42, 0.41, 0.4) (see SI Table S1 and its discussion).  This 471 

comparison is not an absolute confirmation of model accuracy but shows that self-similar 472 

operations yield consistent and nearly identical values of the effective EDL efficiency.   473 

The average EDL efficiency values for Figs. 3a and 3b are nearly equal. Note also that the 474 

average EDL efficiency decreased from ~0.74 in Figs. 3a and 3b to 0.41 in Fig. 3c when the 475 

effective voltage thresholds ( ),low highV V  changed from 0.25-0.65 V to -0.15-0.65 V, respectively. 476 

This is consistent with our model prediction that the average EDL in a cycle is mainly 477 

determined by the effective voltage thresholds (c.f. Eq. (18) and discussion, also Table S1 of SI).  478 

Since self-similar operations have same flow and average EDL efficiencies, we hypothesize that, 479 

for minimal Faradaic losses, the cycle efficiency cycleΛ (equal to the product of the efficiencies 480 

dlλ , flλ  and cλ  as per Eq. (21)) is also equal across self-similar operations. This hypothesis is 481 

supported by our analytical model and by analysis of the experimental data (see cycle efficiency 482 
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values in SI Table S1). We caution the reader that this result holds true when we operate at 483 

moderate to high flowrates so the effects of diffusion are not significant, and in conditions where 484 

Faradaic losses are minimal. In all our operations presented in Fig. 3, the measured Coulombic 485 

efficiencies are high, > 90%. 486 

A corollary to the above discussion is that self-similar operations also result in similar absolute 487 

values of average salt removal per cycle Δ���� (Eq. (28)), because such operations have the same 488 

/Q I  and cycleΛ . This observation implies that a CDI user can choose among non-unique 489 

operation modes (e.g. flowrates and current) to achieve a single desired Δ���� while meeting 490 

other constraints (such as a fixed values of Vmax or Vmin which respectively mitigate Faraday 491 

losses or operation at low dlλ ). In other words, there exists some surface of equal concentration 492 

reduction Δ���� in the operational parameter space of flowrate, current, and voltage thresholds. 493 

Lastly, note that Productivity and VEC may vary significantly under self-similar operation (see 494 

SI Table S1 for data), as these are explicit functions of both the flowrate and current as shown in 495 

Eqs. (29) and (30). In particular, VEC scales as 2 /I Q  while the Prod scales as Q  (see Eqs.  (29) 496 

and (30)).  497 

 498 
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Figure 3: Measured effluent concentration versus normalized time is shown for (a) three cases of 499 

/Q I  = 1.5 ml/C with current values of 50, 75 and 100 mA, and flowrates of 4.5, 6 and 9 ml/min 500 

respectively, between lowV  = 0.25 V and highV  = 0.65 V, (b) three cases of /Q I  = 1 ml/C with 501 

current values of 50, 75 and 100 mA, and flowrates of 3, 4.5 and 6 ml/min respectively, between 502 

lowV  = 0.25 V and highV  = 0.65 V, (c) the same current and flowrates as in (b), but with lowV  = -503 

 0.15 V and highV  = 0.65 V (larger voltage window). Experimental data are shown with symbols, 504 

and the semi-analytical model with time varying differential EDL efficiency (refer to Section 505 

2.2) is shown with a solid line. The insets for (a)-(c) show the unscaled, raw time variation of 506 

effluent concentration corresponding to the conditions of the main plot. Results show strong self-507 

similarity in time dynamics of salt removal under constant current CDI operation with equal 508 

values of /Q I , ( )minlow PZC eqV V V IR= − + , and ( )maxhigh PZC eqV V V IR= − − .   509 

4.3 Average-EDL efficiency and flow efficiency have opposite trends for variations in 510 

voltage thresholds 511 

We here explore the effects of changing voltage thresholds for CC operation on the flow, average 512 

EDL, and cycle efficiencies. Previous studies have suggested higher minV  can overall improve the 513 

dynamic cycle efficiencies by avoiding low EDL efficiency, dlλ  due to low dφ∆  (Kim et al., 514 

2015). However, existing studies have not analyzed the effect of changing voltage thresholds on 515 

the flow, EDL, and cycle efficiencies simultaneously. We here show that this more complete 516 

view leads to an optimal voltage window that maximizes salt removal for the same Productivity 517 

and VEC.   518 
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In Fig. 4, we show data from two sets of CC charge/discharge experiments (symbols) and the 519 

analytical model results (solid curves) with maxV  threshold of 1 V and flowrate of 9 ml/min. In 520 

Fig. 4a, the current is 100 mA and minV  varies between 0 to 0.6 V.  In Fig 4b, the current is 50 521 

mA and minV  varies between 0 to 0.7 V. For the model calculations, we use a value stC  = 41.8 F 522 

and 42.8 F for Figs. 4a and 4b, respectively, and the same values of eqC  and eqR  mentioned 523 

earlier (c.f. Section 4.2). To ensure a fair and accurate comparison, the cycle efficiency for the 524 

model predictions is corrected by multiplying it with the average experimental Coulombic 525 

efficiency. 526 

Both Figs. 4a and 4b show low average EDL efficiency, dlλ  at small minV  values since a 527 

significant portion of the cycle time is spent at low dφ∆ . Higher minV  values always correspond 528 

to higher dlλ . However, flow efficiency suffers at high minV  threshold values since this shortens 529 

cycle times relative to τ  and limits our ability to extract treated water from the cell, lowering flλ530 

. This trade-off between the average EDL and flow efficiencies results in a maximum cycle 531 

efficiency at a minV  where the average EDL and flow efficiencies are nearly equal.  This is 532 

clearly shown by the measurements and matching predictions shown in Fig. 4.  533 

We chose to plot Figs. 4a and 4b at the same flow rate with fixed Vmax and varying Vmin to 534 

highlight the effect of varying current. The average EDL efficiency dlλ  is almost equal for the 535 

same Vmin (and Vmax) for the 50 and 100 mA cases. Note also the consistently higher values for 536 

flow efficiency flλ  as current is decreased from 100 to 50 mA.  Note also how the optimum 537 

value of cycle efficiency (the product of dlλ  and flλ ) shifts to values of higher Vmin.  This is due 538 

to the relation between each of dlλ  and flλ  with operational parameters.  On one hand, lower 539 
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currents imply improved flow efficiency because of more cell volumes flowed prior to reaching 540 

the constant Vmax limit.  Flowing more volumes at lower current also implies that the region of 541 

rapid drop of flλ  moves to higher values of Vmin.  On the other hand, for fixed Vmin (and Vmax), 542 

dlλ  does not change significantly with current since dlλ  depends mainly on the voltage dropped 543 

across the capacitive elements, given by ( )minlow PZC eqV V V IR= − + , and ( )maxhigh PZC eqV V V IR= − − , 544 

and does not explicitly depend on the current or flow rate (c.f. Sections 2.2 and 2.3).  The net 545 

effect is an increased optimum value of Vmin to achieve the proper trade-off between flowing 546 

enough volumes and maintaining potentials significantly greater than the thermal potential across 547 

the capacitive elements.   548 

Moreover, we here specifically chose conditions (e.g., sufficiently low Vmax = 1 V and maximum 549 

current of 100 mA) to achieve high cycle average Coulombic efficiencies of 97% and 90% for 550 

100 and 50 mA cases, respectively.  Such operation is likely of most practical interest and 551 

highlights the trade-off between dlλ  and flλ . We also hypothesize that for self-similar operations 552 

with a fixed voltage window difference, i.e., same high lowV V− , increasing the lower voltage 553 

threshold primarily increases dlλ  (to near unity) for the same flλ . Lastly, we note that the values 554 

of average EDL efficiencies in Fig. 4 are slightly lower than that reported in literature (e.g. (Kim 555 

et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2010)). We hypothesize this is because of our non-zero potential of zero 556 

charge (VPZC ~ 0.3 V), which adversely affects salt removal performance and average EDL 557 

efficiency especially at cell voltages below VPZC  (see SI S6.4 for further discussion). 558 
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 559 

Figure 4: Measured cycle efficiency cycleΛ (red triangles), estimated average-EDL efficiency dlλ  560 

(blue squares), and flow efficiency flλ  (black circles) versus minimum voltage (minV ) for a 561 

constant current CDI operation with (a) I = 100 mA, and (b) I = 50 mA. The maximum voltage (562 

maxV ) is 1 V and the flowrate is 9 ml/min for both cases. Symbols represent experimental data 563 

and predictions from the analytical model with constant differential EDL efficiency (c.f. Section 564 

2.3) are shown with solid lines. EDL efficiency losses dominate at low minV , as only a small 565 

portion of electric charge is used for salt removal.  At relatively high minV , the volume pumped 566 

through the cell is insufficient to remove treated water, resulting in low flow efficiency. The 567 

trade-off leads to a maximum in the cycle efficiency versus minV  curves.     568 

4.4 Changing voltage thresholds affects salt removal significantly, but energy and 569 

throughput metrics are almost constant 570 

We explored the effect of voltage thresholds on CDI performance metrics. Fig. 5 shows the 571 

variation of Δ����, Prod, and VEC each versus increasing minV  for the same operational 572 

conditions as in Fig. 4. A comparison of Figs. 4 and 5a demonstrates how concentration 573 
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reduction Δ���� follows the same trend as to cycle efficiency; as minV  increases, Δ���� increases, 574 

reaches a maximum value, and then decreases.  The reason for this correlation and trend is best 575 

expressed by the following identity:  576 

 cycle
avg

I
c

FQ

Λ
∆ =  . (28) 577 

Hence, for equal flowrate-to-current ratio /Q I , Δ����	and cycleΛ  are directly proportional and 578 

reach a maximum simultaneously (e.g. while changing voltage thresholds).  579 

We next study the effect of changing flowrate-to-current ratio /Q I  on  Δ����	. In Fig. 5a, as 580 

/Q I  increases (here we show for constant flowrate and changing current), in general we 581 

observe that Δ���� decreases. However, from Figs. 4a and 4b, cycle efficiency cycleΛ  increases 582 

with higher /Q I ; a trend opposite to that of Δ���� for changing /Q I . We explored this 583 

opposite trend shown by cycleΛ  and Δ���� with changing /Q I  in further detail in Section 4.5. 584 

Fig. 5b shows that Prod and VEC are only weak functions of voltage window for fixed current 585 

and flowrate conditions. These trends are best interpreted using two approximate relations.  If we 586 

assume a Coulombic efficiency of approximately unity (i.e. negligible parasitic Faraday losses), 587 

we can simplify the metrics (Eqns. (24) and (23)) as follows: 588 

 
22

VEC = eqI R

Q
  (29) 589 

 Prod
2

Q

A
=  (30) 590 
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Hence, to a first approximation, for a fixed current and flowrate, the Prod and VEC are 591 

independent of voltage window. In our experiments at 100 mA CC operation (Fig 5b), 592 

Coulombic efficiency has only 3% variations (96-99%).   For the 50 mA case,  Coulombic 593 

efficiency varies 10% (85-95%) with higher values at lower minV  (see SI Section S6.2 for data). 594 

Hence in Fig. 5b,  Prod and VEC are approximately constant for the 100 mA cases, and both 595 

metrics show a slight increase with increasing minV  for 50 mA.  Note the dashed lines in Fig. 5b 596 

are model predictions assuming a unity Coulombic efficiency. For VEC, the difference between 597 

model prediction and data is the result of energy loss due to parasitic reactions, which is more 598 

prominent at the 50 mA current. These results have critical consequences for CDI operation and 599 

quantification of CDI cell performance.  For example, Fig. 5 shows how current can be varied to 600 

reach a desired trade-off between Prod and VEC; but if Vmin is not simultaneously optimized (as 601 

per Figs. 4 and 5a) then Δ���� can suffer enormously.  Conversely, optimizing  Δ���� and VEC 602 

can be achieved by varying current and Vmin; but mostly likely at the expense of low Prod. 603 

In summary, the salt removal varies significantly and shows a pronounced maximum versus 604 

voltage threshold for a fixed flowrate-to-current.  On the other hand, Prod and VEC are each a 605 

strong function of flowrate and current and depend only weakly on voltage thresholds. At low 606 

currents, there is less voltage dropped on series resistance and the cell spends greater time with a 607 

higher voltage on capacitive components, so that Coulombic losses dominate (see also 608 

Hemmatifar et al. (2016)).    609 
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 610 

Figure 5: Measured values of CDI performance metrics and comparisons with model: (a) 611 

Absolute quantity of salt removal (Δ����), and (b) volumetric energy cost (VEC) and 612 

Productivity (Prod), versus minimum voltage (Vmin) for constant current CDI operation.  613 

Maximum voltage (Vmax) and flowrate are fixed at 1 V and 9 ml/min, and shown are results for 614 

currents, I of 50 mA (grey markers) and 100 mA (black markers).  The experimental conditions 615 

are identical to those of Fig. 4. Results from the closed-form analytical model with constant 616 

differential EDL efficiency (refer to Section 2.3) are presented by solid lines in (a) and dashed 617 

lines in (b). At fixed flowrate, current, and Vmax, the salt removal follows a trend identical to the 618 

cycle efficiency in Fig. 4 and attains a maximum value at the same Vmin. In contrast, VEC and 619 

Prod are relatively constant with voltage window. At low current values, Coulombic losses 620 

become important, leading to a slight increase in the VEC at high Vmin values.  621 

4.5 Interplay among flowrate, current and voltage thresholds on CDI performance: 622 

Predictions from experimentally validated model 623 

We here use the experimentally validated analytical model to study the interplay among current, 624 

flowrate, and voltage thresholds on efficiencies (Fig. 6a) and performance metrics (Fig. 6b). For 625 
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the cell parameters, we use extracted values of eqC  = 38.8 F, eqR  = 1.5 Ohms and stC  = 40.5 F 626 

as determined from our preliminary experiments, and set highV  = 1 V.  We consider the self-627 

similarity variables, /Q I  and the effective voltage thresholds, lowV  and highV  as discussed in 628 

Section 4.2. 629 

Fig. 6a shows contours of the cycle efficiency versus  /Q I  and voltage threshold, lowV . At a 630 

fixed lowV , flow efficiency increases with /Q I  ratio, while average EDL efficiency is relatively 631 

constant (see Sections 2.3 and 4.2, and Eqs.  (18) and (22)). This leads to an overall increase in 632 

the cycle efficiency with increasing /Q I  ratio. At a fixed /Q I , however, the flow efficiency 633 

and average EDL efficiency respectively decreases and increase with increasing lowV  . This leads 634 

to an optimal lower voltage threshold ,low optV  that maximizes cycle efficiency. This optimal lower 635 

voltage increases as /Q I  increases. So, for high cycle efficiency, we are driven to operate at 636 

high /Q I  and at the lower voltage threshold given by ,low optV .  Of course, these trends need to be 637 

weighed against the requirement for sufficient salt removal ( )avgc∆  as discussed next. 638 

Fig. 6b shows contours of salt removal, avgc∆  versus /Q I  and voltage threshold, lowV . For fixed 639 

/Q I , increasing lowV  initially increases but then decreases salt removal in the same way as cycle 640 

efficiency (see Fig. 6a, and refer to Section 4.4 and Eq.  (28)).  However, unlike cycle efficiency, 641 

salt removal monotonically decreases with /Q I . Hence, a CDI cell user with a primary 642 

objective of strong salt removal is driven to operate at low /Q I  and at the optimal voltage 643 

,low optV   (same optimum that maximizes cycle efficiency) for CC operation. However, at low 644 

/Q I , Prod and VEC are each adversely affected. Recall from Eqs. (29) and (30) that high ratios 645 
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of /Q I   imply respectively higher Prod and lower VEC but also lower degree of salt removal. 646 

Hence a user must properly consider the importance they attribute to Prod, salt removal, and 647 

VEC in determining CC operation.  The key operational parameters available include flowrate, 648 

current, and voltage window(s) of operation.    649 

Lastly, we emphasize that, in general, high cycle efficiencies are not necessarily correlated with 650 

high salt removal performance. Such a correlation holds only when the flowrate-to-current is 651 

fixed, and voltage thresholds are varied. We hypothesize that the trends discussed here regarding 652 

efficiencies and performance will be representative of CDI cells in practical use. 653 

 654 

Figure 6: Predicted performance metrics for CC CDI operation based on experimentally 655 

validated model.  Shown are contour plots of (a) cycle efficiency, and (b) salt removal 	Δ����
 656 

versus flowrate-to-current ratio ( )/Q I  and the minimum voltage (lowV ) based on the analytical 657 

model with constant differential EDL efficiency (refer to Section 2.3) for highV  = 1 V. Dashed 658 

lines in (a) and (b) indicate the optimal minimum voltage ,low optV  for each value of /Q I  ratio 659 
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which maximizes both cycle efficiency and salt removal (Δ����), simultaneously. Note cycle 660 

efficiency increases while salt removal decreases with increasing /Q I . The arrows in (a) and (b) 661 

indicate a monotonic (but not linear) trend of each quantity. Flow efficiency and average EDL 662 

efficiency have opposite trends with changing lowV , and this results in an optimal voltage value 663 

,low optV  which maximizes their product (= cycle efficiency). Higher /Q I  results in better Prod 664 

and lower VEC but lower average concentration reduction. This highlights the trade-off among 665 

the performance metrics in CDI. 666 

5. Summary and Conclusions 667 

We developed several reduced order models based on a mixed reactor approximation which 668 

describe the dynamics and performance of CDI systems.  We concentrated on CC operation, but 669 

an analogous approach can be used for other operational control methods.  The first (numerical) 670 

model includes the effects of bulk electromigration, EDL charge efficiency, Faradaic losses, and 671 

non-zero potential of zero charge.  This model results in basically two coupled ODEs in time for 672 

respectively the effluent salt concentration and electrical charge on the electrodes, can be solved 673 

numerically, and is a useful tool for benchmarking the other two models.  The second (semi-674 

analytical) model further assumes a constant effective capacitance for the CDI cell and reduces 675 

to a single ODE in time for the effluent concentration which yields insight into non-dimensional 676 

parameters which govern operation and similarity. The third (analytical) model assumes an 677 

effective (constant) value of EDL efficiency and yields closed-form algebraic expressions 678 

describing dynamics of effluent concentration variation, and values of EDL and flow efficiencies 679 

as a function of operational parameters.  We used the second and third models to clearly identify 680 

the natural and CC forced response of a CDI system, and describe parameters and dynamics 681 
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which lead to self-similar performance of CDI.  This self-similar approach highlights the 682 

interplay among flowrate, current, and voltage thresholds in CC CDI operation and performance.  683 

We also performed an experimental study using a flow between CDI cell.  We performed 684 

preliminary experiments using galvanostatic charging and discharging, electrochemical 685 

impedance spectroscopy, and cyclic voltammetry to extract three cell parameters for the model.  686 

We fixed these cell parameters and validated the model across fairly wide variations of control 687 

parameters.  We showed that CC operations with same flowrate-to-current ratio, and reduced 688 

effective voltage thresholds, exhibit similar effluent dynamics when time is normalized by the 689 

residence time scale. We verified that the average EDL efficiency is a strong function of the 690 

voltage thresholds, and only weakly depends on the current and flowrate, as predicted by the 691 

analytical model. We also proposed and explored global performance metrics including cycle 692 

efficiency, average (absolute) concentration reduction, productivity, and volumetric energy cost 693 

(VEC).  We showed that self-similar operations resulted in almost equal values of cycle 694 

efficiency and average concentration reduction, while productivity and VEC depended explicitly 695 

on flowrate and current. We used the validated model to explore a full performance map of 696 

charge efficiency, average concentration reduction, productivity, and VEC, each as a function of 697 

flowrate-to-current ratio and effective voltage thresholds.  These show that higher values of 698 

flowrate-to-current result in better cycle efficiency, throughput, and VEC, but poor average 699 

concentration reduction. The comparison of these performance maps demonstrates the trade-off 700 

among salt removal, throughput and VEC versus CC operation parameters.    701 
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Highlights: 

• Identified cell and operational variables which results in unique dynamic responses 
• Developed reduced order models for CDI operation 
• Demonstrated interplay between flow and EDL efficiencies in CC operation 
• Identified optimal salt removal operation in CC CDI for realistic constraints 
• Highlighted tradeoffs among salt removal, energy, and throughput performance 

 

 

 

 

 


